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Summary
The goal of this thesis is to discuss what can be done in the sales phase to reduce delivery times while still keeping necessary flexibility of technological solutions. Although Ulstein Verft has elements of Value chain, we have defined it as mainly a Value shop. The reason for this is that Ulstein is building highly specialized and customized ships, relying on highly competent personnel to find the right solution to customers need.
As a theoretical framework we have mainly studied SCM theory concerning value creation and collaboration.
In our research we have used qualitative techniques, where data has been collected through interviews, observations and workshops together with examination of existing procedures.
Though our hope was to contribute to re-design of shipyards sales process, we concluded that it is not the sales process itself, but focus on continuous learning through interaction and collaboration that will increase both customer’s value and shipyard’s effectiveness through economy of scale and innovation.
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Research background

1.1 Company Background
Ulstein Verft AS (hereafter called Ulstein) is a shipyard on the west coast of Norway. Ulstein builds advanced special-purpose vessels such as offshore support, offshore construction, seismic and well intervention vessels. Shipyard possesses unique expertise in engineering, installation, commissioning and upgrading and has strong focus on innovative technological solutions and methods. Its dedicated workforce together with streamlined production processes has in many years resulted in a high level of flexibility and quality.

Ulstein’s stakeholders require continuous focus on development of modern and dynamic organization, improvement of shipbuilding process, productivity, good flow and project management. Furthermore, Ulstein shall work with marked leaders within its business area – both upstream and downstream. Its aim is to continuously focus on and develop innovative technological solutions and methods, project management expertise, efficient logistics and vessel outfitting methods – thereby creating value for its customers.

1.2 Description of the environment of shipbuilding projects
Shipyards customers, both directly and indirectly are shipowners, offshore operating companies and oil-production companies. Ulstein customers are often market leaders within their business area. These companies' aim is to create value in the market that is depending on fluctuant oil prices, increasing international environmental requirements, financing requirements, high operating costs and where vessels are to be in operations as planned, and as scheduled. Shipyards customers’ main focus is therefore safety at sea, continuity of operations, shorter delivery times and cost reduction.

Due to the volatile and changing requirements, flexible and innovative technical solutions are necessary both in pre-sales phase of the shipbuilding project, and during project execution. Adjustments in scope of delivery might be related to the type of equipment in general, or to its capacity and interface with other equipment or systems. These adjustments are often crucial in order to fit vessel and its equipment to market's / customers/ oil companies current requirements. In many
cases ship-owners choose to build vessel without definite contract with end-user, based either on the estimated demand in the market need or on the discussions on potential development projects with potential end-users.

Costumers are aware of that adjustments “’along the road’” might easily influence both project cost and its delivery time. Although cost might be a subject for discussion, postponement of vessel delivery however shall not, as it easily triggers more severe consequences.

Keeping the delivery time on track means that vessel is in operation as planned – and the vessel operating costs, including crew costs\(^1\) are being covered for. It also means that ship-owners monthly fixed site-management cost\(^2\) are is most likely as planned – which both are stabilizing ship-owner’s financing plan and cash budget for the project.

Vessel in operation as planned influences ship-owners and vessels reputation towards its customers, with regards to predictability and continuity of operations – customers are oil-production companies with huge organization and production stop due to any reason means enormous economic loss. If that was not enough, investing in shipbuilding projects is by investors considered risky business – the shorter exposure, the better. Postponed vessel delivery, including the above mentioned consequences, affects the share value for those participants of the project that are represented on the stock marked.

2  Research problem, limitations and gains

Ulstein aims, as it is stipulated in 2011 Annual Report and confirmed in 2012 Annual Report, to deliver state-of-the-art ship design, maritime solutions and shipbuilding to market leaders within the business area of specialized offshore vessels. Ulstein’s competitive advantage has been the ability to deliver prototype vessels, where numbers of technical solutions are developed ”along the road” – in short time, and on time. So far its customers have been willing to pay for this.

\(^1\) Vessel operating expenses include crew wages and related costs, the cost of insurance, expenses relating to repairs and maintenance, the cost of spares and consumable stores, tonnage taxes and other miscellaneous expenses. (ex.costs of financing).

\(^2\) Site-management cost is a cost of ship-owners organization set up at the shipyard site to follow up and supervise the shipbuilding project.
Recent experiences show however that the distance between Ulstein and its competitors when it comes to delivery times is melting alarmingly.

Ulstein is currently reviewing its ship-building model, including production’s internal value chain. From the production point of view, there is a number of ship-building models, for example building the whole vessel on shipyard’s site in Ulsteinvik, outsourcing production of hull and steel sections of the vessel at the cooperating shipyard in low cost country complete or partly outfitting with machines, piping- and electrical systems in low cost country, to building most of the vessel abroad. We are aware of that the way production activities are configured is an important element and presumption for study; though we are not analyzing these issues in detail. We choose to limit our study to the sales phase - a period from shipbuilding inquiry to the signing of the shipbuilding contract.

Each product, it being systems, components, service or as in our case; vessel features "double-faced nature" (Gadde, Håkansson and Persson 2011, 64). They spring from - and to - customers’ needs and requirements in the usage contents, through production context.

In any development effort, also at the prototype shipyard, the collaboration and matching customers' usage requirements and shipyards production requirements are critical for value creation.

The goal of this thesis is to discuss what can be done in the sales phase to reduce delivery times while still keeping necessary flexibility of technological solutions.

For Ulstein shorter delivery times will not only mean keeping its competitive advantage in form of reliable, reduced exposure time. It will also allow the shipyard to reduce each project fixed monthly project management cost – since the project organization is finished earlier - and reduce project finance loan requirements.
3 Research Method

3.1 Data Collection methods
In our research we have used qualitative techniques, where data has been collected through interviews, observations and workshop, along with examination of existing procedures.

In order to understand and evaluate what we mean is the core business process, we used process mapping and process management techniques, including some of Rummel, Brache (1995) tools.

MS Office, including Word and Visio has been used to present the data as a starting point for workshop and interviews, and to generate the results of these.

3.2 Research Design
We have asked key sales- and project personnel in Ulstein and its sister company Ulstein Design & Solutions AS questions about customer value creation and required flexibility.

1. What is competitive advantage for oil companies? Can vessel fleet be a part of it?
2. What does oil companies experience as difficulties with regards to vessels?
3. Ship owners often define people as critical resources and keeping continuity of its activities as strategic. Which activities/functions of the vessels are critical? Is there any type of equipment that ship-owners are "more into"?
4. Do we know about ship owners’ equipment portfolio strategy? Can this strategy give us possibilities? Or is it weakness? How?
5. Cost modeling: We know shipyards sales calculation model. Do we know ship owners' cost calculation? What are the main elements in the purchase cost - besides contract price for the vessel? What according to their experience is ratio of other cost elements to total cost of vessel acquisition?
Then, knowing which components and systems fall among flexibility required for customers’ value creation, we asked participants of one of the recent shipbuilding projects to look at shipyards current sales and project execution process from the perspective of the delivered vessel.

We asked them to look at certain main and critical components, and consider the phase when the choice of technical solution has been made, how it influenced the choice of other systems and the delivery process, performed by both engineering and production.

1. During project execution there is strong focus on doing the job right according to specification and on time.
   In retrospect, after the new-building project 295, specifically regarding main crane, propulsion system, and electro system. What went wrong? For example need for redrawing, interface problems, rework. Could any of this have been foreseen?

2. Did any of the equipment/ work delay other processes (bottlenecks)?

3. Did one have all relevant information?

4. Were there many changes during project execution?

5. Could any of this have been foreseen?

6. Consider the phase up until choice of supplier and solution for main crane, propulsion system, and electro system.
   Did the “as is chart” match with reality?

7. Is it possible to give a time estimate on the different activities in order to identify where it is possible to gain time?

8. Can certain activities be performed in parallel instead of successively?

9. Which activities need to be finalized before the beginning of the next? (bottlenecks)

10. Was the responsibility for interface between different activities and business units clearly identified, and was it handled effectively?

It was the original plan of ours to facilitate re-design of the sales phase in order to reduce delivery times.
4 Theory review

4.1 Where does value creation takes place? Key characteristics of value workshop.

One of the main design principles for reducing process time is to design workflow around value-adding activities (Madison 2005). So, what are those value adding activities then? Where does the value creation take place?

There are three generic value configuration models. These industry-dependent ways to describe value creation: value chain (Porter 1985), value network and value workshop might be used either alone or in combination with each other to decompose the firm into strategically important activities (Stabell and Fjeldstad 1998). Each model addresses value creation, interactive relationship logic, cost drivers, strategic resources along with primary and support activities (Huemer 2006). The clue in understanding the logic of value configuration – is realizing where the value creation for customers takes place. This provides foundation to the analysis of firm’s competitive advantage and taking the consequences of that while shaping the firms strategy.

Value shops, according to Thompson (1967), “rely on intensive technology” in order to solve clients problems. In this model supplier normally knows more than the customer, strategic resource is therefore right competence and the right composition of it. Consequently, leveraging of experienced personnel on the less experienced, training and mentoring is among substantial issues. The sales process is mostly about understanding the customer’s problem and the main value drive is reputation and experience (Stabell and Fjeldstad 1998). Therefore right people at the right place both in the internal evaluation process and in interactions with potential customers are crucial (Merrow 2011). The model is called “workshop”, as a contrary to chain, in order to emphasize the importance of coupling right solutions to right problems and configuring activities from case to case. This does not mean however, that none of the activities or issues could be dealt with by less specialized personnel or standardized solution. Understanding the customers’ problems and requirements allows specialist to concentrate on right problems.

Primary activities in a value workshop are:

Problem identification - develop understanding of the problem/requirement
Problem solving - suggest possible solutions

Choice - choose techniques/ways to solve the problem

Execution/performance

Control/evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human resource management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** The value shop, source: Stabell and Fjeldstad 1998.

Understanding a complex issue requires varied expertise and collaboration between experts on different levels in organization and interplay with the problem owner. This collaboration might be project-organized or a part of line-organization, but it is often approached in the standardized way – in order to make sure that all issues have been evaluated – and should be motivated by wish to develop new and better solutions (Minu 2003).

Finding possible solutions requires understanding the consequences of the choice both on other elements of the total solution and methods to execute these. One should use experience from similar issues, and plan the alternative solutions.

Choice of solution might both be a result of internal process and process between value workshop participants and its suppliers – resulting in a final offer. The final choice will always be a result of collaboration of the above with the customer.

Execution of the solution - Depending on the customer’s choice will for Ulstein mean execution of the shipbuilding contract or execution of particular Change Order to the shipbuilding contract - both will require extensive collaboration.

Evaluation of the result: it meaning quality, performance, resource involved and used - though often neglected - is crucial as it contributes to better problem understanding, better alternatives, and better solutions in the future.
Activities in the value shop are cyclical since execution of the solution, which itself might as well be a generic supply chain model, might initiate new problems or reveal new solutions. Communication and continuous learning between specialists in spiraling activity circles are therefore important issues.

4.2 What is a good delivery process?
In Journal of Operations Management (2007) referred to in Håkansson and Persson’s paper nr 62465 it is stated that because researchers in supply chain management have made limited use of organization theories, major opportunities exist to integrate insights from organization theory and supply chain management in order to build understanding of why some supply chains excel while others do not. There is a growing recognition of the importance of inter-organizational relationships as a source of competitive advantage and value creation. Recent studies show that increased integration is taking place both within organizations, with suppliers and with customers and that this identifies and reduces costs throughout the supply chain.
Some researchers argue that basically firms are interested in how they can either significantly reduce product costs or add to what customers perceive as value-added benefits. Whether the strategic objective is cost reduction or e.g. improved delivery speed requires different forms of supplier relationship.

Recombining resources, both internal and external, can improve effectiveness and the supplier relationship represents the means for the integration between them. Supplier relationships have multidimensional consequences, implying that suppliers can provide various forms of economic benefit; economies of scale/Scope:
by offering standardized solutions through which the buyer can share costs with other firms or by creating an assortment of supplies from specialized firms. Can be attained through distributive collaboration
Economies of integration:
resulting in either complementary or closely complementary activities, depending on the extent of adjustments among the activities of buyer and supplier. Can be achieved through the linking of functions across a supply chain,
economies of innovation:
through problem solving, systematic adaptations of resources and activities, and mutual learning and teaching. (Gadde, Håkansson and Persson 2011)

Rummler, Brache (1995) points out the shortcomings of the traditional view of organizations, the vertical view, which often leads managers within an organization to look at other functions as enemies rather than partners. This view (the “Silo2 phenomenon”) prevent interdepartmental issues from being resolved between peers at low and middle levels and force managers to resolve lower-level issues and is not efficient. Instead of this vertical view of an organization one should view an organization horizontally including the customer, the product and the flow of work.

Efficiency improvement can be also reached by reconfiguring of activities and design workflow around value-adding activities (Madison 2005). It might often require standardizing, multiskilling, reduction of change-over and rework times and inspection/check points.

As Dan Madison (2005) suggests, the following “design principles for reducing process time:
- design workflow around value-adding activities
- organize by process3
- if inputs coming into the process naturally cluster, create a separate process for each cluster
- ensure a continuous flow of the "main sequence"
- reduce waiting, moving, and rework time
- reduce setup and change-over times
- reduce batch sizes
- substitute parallel for sequential processes
- reduce checks and reviews
- build quality to reduce inspection and rework
- involve as few people as possible performing the process
- ensure 100% quality at the beginning of the process
- increase flow and speed to identify bottlenecks

3 As also suggested by Rummel, Brache (1995)
- eliminate bottlenecks
- standardize procedures
- use co-located or networked teams for complex processes
- push decision making down to the lowest possible level
- use multi skilled people”
- standardize interface.

Those of the above mentioned principles, quite similar to the LEAN methodology, that fit company’s overall value configuration should be considered in re-design of the core process in order to reduce time.

4.3 Sufficient flexibility – where does the value for the customer come from?
Efficiency and flexibility in a way compete over a company’s resources, the firm pursuing both will become stuck in the middle (Porter 1985) and suffer inferior performance. There are some models used to support process flexibility, mainly originating from automotive industry’s need to increase flexibility in order to better match available capacities with customers’ variable demands. We have been searching through the theory to find an answer to question what level of flexibility is sufficient. Unfortunately, there is not that much to find. Though number of authors (Chou, Teo and Zheng 2009 as well as Semchi-Levi and Wei 2012) support the idea that it is too expensive to maintain full flexibility and suggest sparse flexibility (Bassamboo, Randhawa and Van Mieghem 2012). Should the way to go be to be flexible when it is important enough for our customers - and then otherwise focus on efficiency (Tang and Wang 2010)? We decided that it would be best to ask Ulstein’s sales personnel this question.

4.4 Who are central actors/roles in core business process?
Value shops rely on an intensive technology to solve a customer or client problem and the resources used will vary depending on the problem at hand. Although client problems often involve more or less standardized solutions, the value creation process is organized to deal with unique cases. This means that firms

---

4 LEAN methodology, introduced first by Womack, Jones and Roos (1995) has been developed and used in all industry. Dr Ing. Bo Terje Kaalsås uses the Lean Construction method and “Last planner” principle with good results in NYMO recently (Ellingsen and Fredriksen 2012).
with an intensive technology are labor intensive with professionals and specialists in the problem domain covered as the core and frequently the largest component of the workforce. Scale of operation beyond the collection of independently performing professionals is achieved by leveraging experienced senior professionals, both internal and external, with more junior and less experienced colleagues.

5 Empirical data
Interviews and documentation reviewed can be summarized as follows.
Ulstein is in the business of specialized offshore vessels where new technology is under continuous development. Equipment suppliers cooperate with shipowners and other actors in the industry in order to develop safer and more reliable solutions. Shipyards must also be a part of this development effort.
At Ulstein Group in general, it is Ulstein Design and Solutions AS that is responsible for the new technology development. At Ulstein Verft AS it is sales department and sourcing department that is to interact with both customers and suppliers on both problem-finding and searching for possible solutions.
Shipbuilding process is said to be complicated one. It includes a number of technology-, inter-face-, and project management and planning interdependencies. Therefore many interviewers state that shipyard’s engineering department and production department should concentrate on efficient realization of the given project, instead of participating in “innovative processes” – though here being by many understood as new technical solutions rather than development of production techniques and project management excellence.
Personnel involved in the project realization points necessity to match customers requirements with the production requirements and underlines that there should be more focus on experiences with both new and already tested solutions: “If we only knew what we already know!” As mentioned by number of interviewers: failures, though detected and implemented in the current project, are most often not communicated within company’s design/sales/sourcing. They also point that material cost calculation that is easier to measure in the early phase of the project, should be tighter connected with the projects’ WBS5, as choices of equipment

5 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) – called “Activity List” at Ulstein, describes and interconnects number of calculated engineering and production activities by using SFI Coding and
even minor assembling and commissioning included in delivery might have severe consequences on both activities directly related to the equipment and to the activities interconnected with these.

Sales process from first inquiry to signed shipbuilding contract, though in fact in accordance with the attached business process (Fig.4), might take from four years to two weeks – most often depending on which phase of the investment process the shipowner is and the number of unclear requirements she or he has. As interviewers point, there are numbers of solutions, and consequences of these are either visible or non-visible for the customer. One thing however should be clear as sales personnel points it: everyone would like to have a choice – also shipowners - and presenting possible solutions and consequences of these in a proper way might make the choice easier of both the decision maker and other actors involved.

6 Analysis

6.1 Where does the value for the customer come from?
Understanding where the value creation for customers takes place provides foundation to the analysis of firm’s competitive advantage and focus on the right activities. Ulstein’s owners are quite clear in their strategy statement: ‘Ulstein shall create value by solving problems and finding new solutions for shipowners and their customers and by adjusting its own activities for each problem-solving’ execution.’’

The value workshop model, which we claim Ulstein is, emphasize the importance of coupling right solutions to right problems and configuring activities from case to case. Understanding the customers’ problems and requirements allows organization to concentrate on right problems.

Ulstein builds complicated tomorrow’s technology vessels. These are designed and made to order – often ordered on speculation -and should fit a large number of functions and requirements from the potential charterer. The charterers aim to
reduce the time of any given assignment. Their aim is also to perform assignments by using less number of vessels as it reduces the charterer’s total project cost. Shipowners, when competing for certain projects add therefore additional and complementary functions and equipment to the vessel specification, to make the vessel more suitable for their customer. We are mainly talking about so called mission equipment, which also might have influence on other systems and the need of power – electricity. Changes in equipment and solutions require technological flexibility and flexibility of shipyard’s operations – and take time. Shipowners find adjustments necessary and require general flexibility, but are only willing to pay - or wait for - the flexibility that gives them competitive advantage and influences their own value creation. Equipment and technical solutions that safeguard vessels’ operations: maritime main equipment as thrusters and engines, dynamic positioning equipment; and mission equipment such as subsea, well intervention and cranes.

6.2 What describes a good performance process?
According to today’s theory, Supply Chain management can be regarded as a network of connected and interdependent organizations mutually and co-operatively working together to control, manage and improve the flow of materials and information from suppliers to end-users. The implementation of Supply Chain Management for a focal organization involves identifying the supply chain members with whom it is crucial to link, what processes need to be linked with each of these key members, and what type/ level of integration applies to each link.” (Håkansson and Persson) Because modern competition is being fought supply chain versus supply chain and not firm versus firm, means that the purpose of collaboration is to create an advantage within the market. In Ulstein’s case it is to create new solutions together with shipowners and their customers, in order to make oil-companies’ operations safer and more time-/ cost effective. Recent studies of supply management conclude that an increased integration is taking place within organizations, with suppliers and with customers. Thus supply managers should look for ways to facilitate and encourage collaboration and integration to enhance the value of product and service offerings, and to align activities to the correct place in the supply chain.
According to Rummler-Brache most managers, when asked to draw a picture of their business (be it an entire company, a business unit or a department) they typically draw something that looks like a traditional organization chart, showing the vertical reporting relationship of a series of functions. It does not show the customers, products or workflow, hence it doesn’t show what they do, whom they do it for or how they do it.

Fig.2 Management Team Ulstein Shipbuilding Area (Ulstein Verft AS and Ulstein Elektro Installasjon AS)

Some interviewers we have been talking, along with the Ulstein’s power of authorization matrix imply that there is strict segmentation and silo-thinking of roles within Ulstein. However, searching for organizational chart for Ulstein, we find only current information about the Management team (Fig 2) and the reference to the quality system and reference to the Process Map for Ulstein (Fig. 3). This type of horizontal- or systems view of the internal organization with a reference to the external relationships has a number of advantages. It:
Includes the three missing ingredients from the traditional view; the customer, the product and the flow of work;
Enables us to see how work actually gets done, which is through processes that cut across functional boundaries;
Shows the internal customer-supplier relationship through which products and services are produced.

Fig. 3 Process Map for Ulstein Verft AS

According to Rummler-Brache the greatest opportunities for performance improvement often lie in the functional interfaces. The system view of an organization is the starting point- the foundation- for designing and managing organizations that respond effectively to the new reality of cutthroat competition and changing customer expectations.

Rummler-Brache have described an organization as an “ecosystem” where everything is connected. To improve organization and individual performance, one needs to understand these connections.

When asked what a good delivery process is, key project personnel at Ulstein, name effectiveness. They point at activities being performed as planned and goods and technical drawings being delivered from suppliers and from Ulstein’s own engineering department on schedule. Furthermore, having most of the operational requirements settled prior to shipbuilding contract – so the project organization can produce and execute, instead of spending time on interpretations and clarifications towards the shipowner and it’s customer. This allows earlier
start of engineering – both at Ulstein and at the suppliers engineering offices - and
gives more time for engineering experts to come up with smart solutions and
allow production to work as planned. And, good thought-through solutions reduce
possibility for things to go wrong and reduce re-work for both engineering and
production.

Key project personnel mentions short decision lines in both shipyards’ and
shipowners’ project organization as an advantage. In the course of project
execution, which itself is often characterized by sequential activities depending on
each other, a number of problems might occur. These must be identified, solutions
suggested, consequences analyzed and presented to the customer, decisions made
and implemented - all without undue delay.

6.3 Collaboration with suppliers and sub suppliers.

It seems to be a common view in today theory that collaboration both within the
organization and between the organization and its suppliers and customers, is a
key to improve performance. Ulstein is experiencing that competitors can build
complex ships faster and often cheaper than themselves. Theory points out that in
order to reduce delivery time one has to seek some sort of standardization.

As mentioned earlier, standardization is not in line with Ulstein’s strategy to
deliver “state of the art” customized ships. We imply that standardizing those
solutions that are less crucial for shipowners - e. g. pumps, valves, furnishing and
accommodation, smaller cranes and other discharge solutions - would give
possibilities for both larger purchasing volume (economies of scale) and reuse of
technical solutions and largely also production drawings. Furthermore, the same
effect might be reached by giving customers some choices of solutions to choose
from, but keeping ends open and informing on consequences for price and
delivery time. Ulstein uses 40 000 hours to draw a PSV\(^8\) for the first time. If we
can get the same equipment next time we only need to update the drawings and
will only need 2-3000 hours. If however, the supplier changes or modernizes the
equipment, e.g. the steering system on a motor, our electro department has to check
all cabling to see if it still fits. This will take us about 5-6000 hours. This means
that we have to collaborate with the suppliers to ensure that they don’t change
anything unless it absolutely necessary or considered a great improvement. The

\(^8\) PSV is Platform Supply Vessel
point is to make things in a way that can be reused. Even if, for example the next vessel is twice the length but has the same machine room it can be automated. With the use of today’s computer programs one can feed the correct variations and retract the right models. It could also be possible to feed DNVs’ rules and regulations etc. This could lead us to use more of the same components which again could make it possible for suppliers to reduce their assortment.

Ulstein’s sales process (Ulstein Verft’s Sale Process, Fig4) is about finding the problem and presenting a solution. To make the delivery process as efficient as possible, key personnel points to the need of early evaluation of consequences of choices in the sales phase (before shipbuilding contract). The choice of solutions might influence other systems (system -interface), their performance criteria, class requirements, need for power, and time spent on mounting and commissioning. These issues should be assessed before decisions on equipment are made, customers 'expectations settled, and before production schedule is settled. Experience tells us that personnel prefers equipment they know and with least possible interfaces. Another highlighted issue was that reduction of time requires more focus on suppliers’ possible delivery times and that this should be settled early in the sales phase. Yet another contractual issue is that the shipbuilding contract doesn’t have enough focus on how to handle “unknown issues.” It is of course difficult to handle contractually what you don’t know, but the contract should give some guidelines on how to proceed when unforeseen issues occurs. If main components were already settled and purchased before the shipbuilding contract is signed, engineering would be able to start collaboration with the supplier already straight after the shipbuilding contract is signed.

### 6.4 Who are central actors?

Asked who shall be involved in the sales process, key personnel points immediately at shipowner and suppliers – emphasizing the need of personnel with right qualifications and experience. Furthermore, members of the project organization point that in the ideal world production should be involved at earliest possible stage in order to evaluate technical solutions. In practice they do not have enough capacity to do that, and suggest that there should be enough shipbuilding-competence in the shipyard's sales-/supply organization to evaluate solutions. Production might be involved from time to time during design review, which is at
the initiation of the problem finding; and take the feasibility check of final vessel arrangement – which is to be presented as a final offer to the customer. These comments confirm that an intensive technology to solve a customer or client problem and the resources used will vary depending on the problem at hand and that the best solutions and effective processes are achieved by leveraging experienced senior professionals, both internal, customers’ and suppliers’.

7 Conclusions
The goal of this thesis was to discuss what can be done in the sales phase to reduce delivery times while still keeping necessary flexibility of technological solutions. Though our hope was to contribute to re-design of shipyards sales process, we conclude that it is not the sales process itself, but focus on continuous learning through interaction and collaboration that will increase both customer’s value and shipyard’s effectiveness.

In any development effort, also at the prototype shipyard, the collaboration and matching customers’ usage requirements and shipyards production requirements are critical for focal company’s value creation. This collaboration might be project-organized or a part of line-organization, but it should be motivated by wish to develop new and better solutions (Minu 2003). Value workshop theory explains how the value for customer is created by problem solving, not how problem solving enterprise shall be organized.

Value workshop requires analysis, management and development of knowledge and experience, as the value creation is in finding good and clever solutions and learning from mistakes (Argyris 1998).

As previously stated it is recognized today that inter-organizational relationships can be a source of competitive advantage and value creation and that proper focus on supplier relationship can lead to various forms of economic benefit. Interviews with key personnel at Ulstein confirm that the shipyard could benefit from focusing on collaboration both intra-organizational and towards suppliers and customers. Ulstein is known for building advanced, customized ships with a high level of flexibility and quality. If customers no longer are willing to pay for or wait for this flexibility, one possible way forward is to give the customers the choice between a few predefined solutions. If Ulstein’s costumers would accept a lower grade of flexibility in exchange for shorter delivery time both Ulstein and the costumer could benefit.
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Fig.4 Ulstein Verft’s Sale Process